We design and fabricate a high Q silica nanobeam cavity that supports both transverse electric (TE) and transverse magnetic modes in the 1.55 μm wavelength range. The Q values obtained for both modes exceed 10 4 and are the highest reported values for photonic crystal (PhC) nanocavities made of silica. We also investigate the optimum conditions for coupling with the cavity in a side-coupled configuration. We achieve a coupling efficiency of 87% with the TE mode while maintaining a loaded Q of more than 10 4 . We also found that the presence of a coupled waveguide reduces the intrinsic Q of the cavity, depending on the gap distance. This provides useful quantitative information for establishing an efficient scheme for coupling with low-index PhC nanocavities.
Introduction
Photonic crystal (PhC) nanocavities confine light strongly in a tiny space and enable us to achieve an extremely high photon density [1] , [2] . As a result, these cavity devices are useful for various applications including cavity quantum electrodynamics [3] - [6] , optical signal processing [7] - [9] , and sensing [10] , [11] . Although PhC nanocavities are also expected to serve as an excellent platform for quantum communication and information technologies, certain challenges remain, including achieving polarization diversity or polarization entanglement [12] , [13] , where the resonances of the two orthogonal cavity modes should be spectrally overlapped ideally by at least roughly half of the resonance width. Then, a high Q cavity can be excited by two orthogonal polarizations while preserving the polarized states. Hereafter, we refer to such cavities as dual-polarization nanocavities. Three-dimensional (3D) PhC nanocavities are an ideal way to achieve dual-polarization cavity designs since isotropic lattices can be used in all dimensions [3] , [4] , [14] . However, the fabrication of such structures is challenging and a low-loss interface with an optical fiber must be established. To avoid these issues, structures with lower dimensions can also be used. Two-dimensional (2D) PhC nanocavities are composed of a thin slab that primarily governs the non-degeneracy of the orthogonal modes. To take advantage of the tight confinement, the photonic bandgap of the transverse electric (TE) modes is often investigated while the transverse magnetic (TM) modes are also studied in the context of quantum cascade lasers [15] , [16] . However, dual-polarization high Q cavities were hardly achieved although there have been some demonstrations of a complete 2D bandgap [17] . In one-dimensional (1D) PhC nanobeam cavities, lateral confinement can be controlled by designing the dimensions of a 2D waveguide while the longitudinal localization of the cavity modes is accomplished by the periodic lattice of air holes [18] , [19] . This fact makes it significantly easier to design dual-polarization cavities than their 2D counterparts since the waveguide parameters are more decoupled than the lattice parameters to tune the resonant frequencies of the cavity with two polarizations. Such directions were previously explored by McCutcheon et al. using silicon operating at 1.55 μm [20] . For quantum information processing, it is important that the designs can be easily extended to visible wavelengths using transparent materials such as silica, where highly efficient detectors made of silicon and various quantum (single-photon) light sources are available.
In this study, we demonstrate a high Q silica nanobeam cavity that supports both the TE and TM resonant modes at telecommunication wavelengths. We show that the use of a nanobeam structure enables us to achieve Q values as high as 10 4 despite the use of a low index material because we only need a 1D photonic bandgap. Besides, since the structure is made of silica, we can readily extend the design to visible applications by taking advantage of the scaling law of PhCs [21] . We also investigate the optimum coupling conditions in a side-coupled cavity system since achieving a high coupling efficiency (CE) is an important factor in terms of practical applications.
The paper is organized as follows. The design and fabrication of our cavity are described in Section 2. The basic optical properties of the cavity are described in Section 3. The coupling condition with a side-coupled waveguide is discussed in Section 4. Section 5 provides a summary.
Design and Fabrication
A schematic of the cavity design is shown in Fig. 1(a) . We positioned rectangular air holes periodically in the beam structure. Fig. 1(b) shows the photonic band diagrams of beam structures with a constant lattice period. The cavity was formed by gradually reducing the lattice constant between the holes toward the center of the cavity, which resulted in a slight upshift of the cutoff frequency of the first band, leading to the formation of a mode gap by an equivalent potential well. We refer to the modulated hole region as the cavity region, and it is sandwiched between regions containing holes with a constant spacing, which we refer to as barrier layers (holes). The lattice constant normalized by that of the barrier layer is shown at the bottom of Fig. 1(a) . A Gaussian modulation profile was adopted following the strategy reported in [19] , [22] . To design the resonant wavelengths in the telecommunication wavelength range, we employed a lattice constant a with a barrier layer of 690 nm, a beam width of 1794 nm (w = 2.6a), a rectangular hole size of 345 nm (h x = 0.5a) × 1256 nm (h y = 0.7w ), and a beam thickness of 759 nm (t = 1.1a). Then, we performed a numerical analysis of the resonant modes with the 3D finite differential time domain method (FDTD) using a free software package developed by MIT (MEEP) [23] . The transmission spectra are shown in Fig. 1(c) . We found four peaks; two were obtained from the Ey component (TE mode) while the other two were obtained from the Hy component (TM mode). They correspond to the fundamental and second order longitudinal modes of the TE and TM modes, respectively, according to their mode profiles ( Fig. 1(d) ). As expected, the TM resonant modes were observed close to those of the TE modes solely by employing a standard cavity design [19] , [22] . The Q and V values of the fundamental modes were Q TE = 1.1 × 10 5 , V TE = 1.1(λ/n eff ) 3 and Q TM = 4.7 × 10 4 , V TM = 2.1(λ/n eff ) 3 , respectively, with 36 barrier holes on each side of the cavity region.
The reason for the dual polarization design being easily achieved with our silica-based design is reflected by the fact that the dispersion curves become close when the band bending is moderate, as seen in Fig. 1(b) , due to the low index material used. However, the moderate band bending in turn means that the modal confinement is weak. Therefore, this implies that the modal confinement has to be generally compromised in the dual polarization design. However, the small modal volume calculated above demonstrates that it is possible to retain a modal volume of the order of (λ/n eff ) 3 even when using silica. By further tuning the width and height of the nanobeam cavity, it should be possible to further optimize the resonant wavelengths so that the orthogonal modes are spectrally overlapped.
Next, we fabricated the cavity structure. The procedure is illustrated in Fig. 2(a) . In general, fabrication of a high Q cavity in the telecom wavelength range is easier than that in the visible due to the strong wavelength dependence of the scattering losses originated from the line edge roughness (LER) of the patterns that defines the cavity [25] . However, the thick device layer required for our design (∼ 760 nm) poses additional challenges to fabrication since the LER may be deteriorated as we increase the etching depth. Furthermore, a thick organic resist mask may itself may degrade the resolution of the patterns due to the increased electron scattering. In order to achieve deep highresolution etching of the device layer, we used a tri-layer mask approach. In this approach, we firstly defined the structure into a thin organic resist with a small LER, and then sequentially transferred it to dielectric hard masks by using appropriate etching chemistries, and which eventually allow us to obtain sufficient etching selectivity to the device layer albeit the complexity of the process. We start with a substrate with a SiO 2 device layer with a thickness of about 759 nm on Si. We first sputter-deposited a ∼550 nm thick amorphous Si (a-Si) layer (Canon Anelva EB1100) and a ∼100 nm thick tetraethyl orthosilicate (TEOS) SiO 2 layer on the substrate by plasma-enhanced chemical vapor deposition (Samco PD-220NLJ). Then, we spin coated a resist (ZEON ZEP520A) and defined the patterns using electron beam (EB) lithography (JEOL JBX-9500FSZ). We then etched a TEOS mask layer by using inductively coupled plasma (ICP) etching with CF 4 and Ar gases (Samco RIE-101iPHJF). After removing the EB resist, we performed ICP etching of the Si mask layer with Cl 2 gas (Samco RIE-140iPJ), where the TEOS layer served as a mask. Then, we etched the SiO 2 device layer using an a-Si mask using ICP etching with CHF 3 and Ar gases (Samco RIE-101iPHJF). Finally, we formed an air-bridge structure by etching a Si sacrificial layer with XeF 2 (Samco VPE-4F), where we also removed the Si mask layer. The SEM images of the fabricated structure are shown in Fig. 2(b) and (c). Our result proves that the tri-layer masks work well with a negligible amount of mask erosion, which degrades the quality of the transferred patterns in a thick device layer.
Basic Optical Properties of Cavity
Next, we measured the optical properties of the fabricated cavity. The experimental setup is shown in Fig. 3(a) . We launched a laser light from a narrow-linewidth tunable laser diode (Santec TSL-710) into the optical fiber. The power and polarization of the input light were controlled with a variable optical attenuator (OZ Optics DA-100-3A) and a polarization controller (Alnair Labs MLC series), respectively. The light was coupled to the nanocavity evanescently using a dimpled taper nanofiber [26] . We changed the position of the nanocavity with XY and Z stages (Sigma Tech. FS-1020PX and FS-1010PZ) and controlled the coupling between the cavity and the nanofiber. The transmitted light was recorded with a power meter (Keysight Keysight8163b). We measured the transmission spectrum of the device by sweeping the input wavelength of the light.
The transmission spectra observed for the two orthogonal polarizations are shown in Fig. 3(b) . We observed both the TE and TM modes as predicted by the calculation shown in Fig. 1(c) . The orthogonality of the two modes is confirmed in Fig. 3(c) , where the radial direction represents the dip depths of the respective resonances while the azimuthal direction corresponds to the polarization rotation angle of the incident light. The wavelength separation between two orthogonal fundamental modes was 43 nm and that between the fundamental TE and second order TM modes was only 14 nm. These values are closer than that for a Si dual polarized cavity of 50 nm [20] . Although we employed a beam with an asymmetric cross section (w = 2.6a, t = 1.1a) to optimize the structure for a high Q TE mode in this study, the wavelength separation can be further reduced by employing a symmetric beam design because the effective refractive indices of the two orthogonal modes approach each other (We discussed about this issue in Appendix).
We also examined the effect of the barrier layer thickness. Fig. 4(a) shows the dependence of the calculated intrinsic Q factor (Q int ) on the number of barrier holes by using the following equations,
where Q load and Q coup are the loaded and coupling Q factors, respectively, and Tr is the transmittance at the resonant wavelength [27] . As shown in the figure, Q int saturates above 24 holes for both polarizations, and this is in reasonably good agreement with the FDTD predictions, indicating the way in which the modal tail extends out of the cavity region. [6] , [19] and are even comparable to those of the Si nanobeam cavity with the dual polarization designs (Q TE = 2.8 × 10 4 , Q TM = 1.9 × 10 4 ) [20] , demonstrating that it is possible to realize high Q nanobeam cavities using a low index material. In addition, the highest loaded Q load values for the second order modes were Q TE2 = 8. 
Investigation of Coupling Condition
In addition to realizing a high Q /V value, achieving a large CE is an important factor as regards applications. There are two possible coupling configurations; a direct coupling configuration and a side-coupling configuration. Side coupling is more suitable than direct coupling in terms of achieving both a high Q and a high CE for the following reasons. First, we can continuously control Q coup independently simply by changing the gap distance between the cavity and the nanofiber. Second, with direct coupling, Q coup is intimately linked to Q int (i.e., there is a trade-off between confinement and coupling). Since a nanobeam cavity confines light in the form of a standing wave, the transmittance of each configuration is described by the following equation [27] .
Note that a small Tr indicates a large CE, therefore, Q int must be much larger than Q coup to achieve a high CE. We used the experimental setup shown in Fig. 3(a) to study the conditions for achieving the best CE. However, the nanofiber diameter was about 900 nm in this instance. We moved the z stage upwards to reduce the distance between the cavity and the nanofiber, and then measured the transmission spectra every 100 nm. Note that the actual distance was difficult to evaluate since the measurement of the origin (gap = 0) was obscured by the deformation of the dimpled nanofiber as a result of the electrostatic force acting between the nanofiber and the cavity. We excluded the data points where the resonance dip was too shallow (or distorted) to fit the data to a Lorentzian curve with good quality. The results are summarized in Fig. 5(a) . For both the TE and TM modes, Q coup decays exponentially over the measurement range, indicating the reasonably good linearity of the stage as well as the negligible deformation of the dimple. On the other hand, Q int starts to decay when the gap distance becomes small (displacement > 800 nm), and this can be qualitatively understood as follows. Fig. 5(b) shows the band diagrams that we calculated for different gap distances while assuming that the nanofiber is located near the nanocavity. Clearly, the cutoff frequencies of the bands shift downward as the gap becomes small since the effective cladding index of the nanobeam cavity structure is increased. This in turn modifies the potential profile of the cavity region (see Fig. 1(a) ). Since it was initially designed to achieve a high Q int , the resultant Q int caused by the presence of the nanofiber ought to be degraded (similar to the effect observed in [29] , [30] ). The decrease in the cutoff frequency in the TM mode is larger than that in the TE mode since the nanofiber is approached from the z direction. This means that the perturbation induced by the nanofiber is larger for the TM modes than for the TE modes, and this reflects the larger decay rate of Q int for the TM mode observed in the experiment (see Fig. 5(a) ). This effect becomes evident when the low index nanobeam cavity is evaluated because air holes with a large fill fraction should be used in a low index PhC to obtain a wide photonic bandgap, leading to low effective indices for the relevant modes. The result suggests that the use of an ultrathin nanofiber, in which the evanescent fields are substantially extended, is important if we are to avoid this effect. In other words, a small coupling Q at a large gap distance is required to improve CE further. Since the CE will ultimately be compromised with Q load , we compared the best CEs obtained for the TE and TM modes at around Q load = 10 4 . For TE modes, a highest CE (87%) was achieved with Q TE,load = 1.1 × 10 4 (see Fig. 5(c) ) without substantial degradation of Q int . This can be attributed to the good modal confinement of the TE mode. A slight improvement in the CE may allow us to achieve a coupling loss level comparable to those of optical fiber connectors (>95%). For the TM mode, the best CE was 31%, which was obtained with Q TM,load = 1.0 × 10 4 , as shown in Fig. 4 (c). This rather low CE is caused by the reduction in Q int along with the Q coup value. This means that Q coup should be further reduced by employing a thinner nano fiber without affecting Q int , and this also applies to the TE mode. To equalize the CEs for the two orthogonal modes, approaching the nanofiber from the y direction to the nanobeam cavity could also be an effective option.
Conclusion
We demonstrated a high Q silica nanobeam cavity that supports both TE and TM resonances at telecommunication wavelengths. We successfully observed Q factors of more than 10 4 , which are, to the best of our knowledge, record values for a silica PhC nanocavity. It is worth noting that these values are comparable to the values reported for dual polarization nanocavities made of high refractive index silicon. Since the structure can be readily extended to visible wavelengths, this structure may offer interesting opportunities for quantum information processing. In addition, the high Q /V values predicted in our device are also attractive for nonlinear optical signal processing and Purcell enhancement for both polarizations by incorporating isotropic emitters. Although the wavelength separation between the two orthogonal fundamental modes observed in this study was 43 nm (and 14 nm for the fundamental TE mode and the second order TM mode), this value can be further decreased by employing a symmetric beam design for polarization diversity applications (i.e., polarization entanglement, excitement of the polarization dependent state). We also investigated the optimum coupling condition in the side-coupling configuration. We obtained CEs of 87% for the TE mode and 31% for the TM mode with Q load > 10 4 . We also observed the degradation of the intrinsic Q factor caused by the modulation of the shape of the potential well in the cavity region by the presence of the nanofiber. To avoid this, the use of ultrathin nanofiber, in which the propagating modes exhibit an extended evanescent tail, could be effective since the increase in the effective cladding index of the nanofiber itself can be reduced. This strategy would be particularly important when designing interfaces with low index nanocavities.
Appendix
Design of a cavity with spectrally overlapped orthogonal modes To achieve the same resonant frequency for the two orthogonal modes, the dispersion curves of these modes around the band edge frequencies should be sufficiently close with each other. Fig. 6(a) shows a photonic band diagram for the structure with normalized beam width w = 1.1a, thickness t = 1.1a, hole depth h x = 0.45a, and hole width h y = 0.55a. As shown, the dispersion curves of the TE and TM modes are very similar, and which can be attributed to the following two reasons. First, we opted a low refractive index silica/air system. This particularly has a strong impact on the TE band structure, leading to moderate band bending. Second, we reduced the width of the nanobeam, compared to that presented in this paper, to make the structure more symmetric in the y-z plane (see Fig. 1 ). This resulted in better matching of the effective indices of the two modes. Next, we designed a cavity following the strategy employed in Section 2 and calculated the transmission spectra using FDTD. The results are presented in Fig. 6(b) , which demonstrates a good spectral overlap of the resonances for the two orthogonal modes, as expected. Note that the Hz and Ez components correspond to the TE and TM resonances, respectively. The Q factor estimated for the TE mode in the time domain calculation was 4200 while that for the TM modes was 800, assuming 16 barrier layers.
